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Figure 3: Overall system workflow.
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uously tracks the 6 degrees-of-freedom (DOF) pose of the
camera and fuses new viewpoints of the scene into a global
surface-based representation. A novel GPU pipeline allows
for accurate camera tracking and surface reconstruction at interactive real-time rates. This paper details the capabilities of
our novel system, as well as the implementation of the GPU
pipeline in full.
We demonstrate core uses of KinectFusion as a low-cost
handheld scanner, and present novel interactive methods for
segmenting physical objects of interest from the reconstructed
scene. We show how a real-time 3D model can be leveraged
for geometry-aware augmented reality (AR) and physicsbased interactions, where virtual worlds more realistically
merge and interact with the real.
Placing such systems into an interaction context, where users
need to dynamically interact in front of the sensor, reveals a
fundamental challenge – no longer can we assume a static
scene for camera tracking or reconstruction. We illustrate
failure cases caused by a user moving in front of the sensor.
We describe new methods to overcome these limitations, allowing camera tracking and reconstruction of a static background scene, while simultaneously segmenting, reconstructing and tracking foreground objects, including the user. We
use this approach to demonstrate real-time multi-touch interactions anywhere, allowing a user to appropriate any physical
surface, be it planar or non-planar, for touch.
RELATED WORK

Monday,

Reconstructing geometry using active sensors [16], passive
cameras [11, 18], online images [7], or from unordered 3D
points [14, 29] are well-studied areas of research in computer graphics and vision. There is also extensive literature
within the AR and robotics community on Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM), aimed at tracking a user or
robot while creating a map of the surrounding physical environment17,
(see14[25]). Given this broad topic, and our desire
February
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or support real-time camera tracking but non real-time reconstruction or mapping phases [15, 19, 20].
No explicit feature detection Unlike structure from motion (SfM) systems (e.g. [15]) or RGB plus depth (RGBD)
techniques (e.g. [12, 13]), which need to robustly and continuously detect sparse scene features, our approach to camera tracking avoids an explicit detection step, and directly
works on the full depth maps acquired from the Kinect sensor. Our system also avoids the reliance on RGB (used in
recent Kinect RGBD systems e.g. [12]) allowing use in indoor spaces with variable lighting conditions.
High-quality reconstruction of geometry A core goal of
our work is to capture detailed (or dense) 3D models of
the real scene. Many SLAM systems (e.g. [15]) focus
on real-time tracking, using sparse maps for localization
rather than reconstruction. Others have used simple pointbased representations (such as surfels [12] or aligned pointclouds [13]) for reconstruction. KinectFusion goes beyond
these point-based representations by reconstructing surfaces,
which more accurately approximate real-world geometry.
Dynamic interaction assumed We explore tracking and
reconstruction in the context of user interaction. Given this
requirement, it is critical that the representation we use can
deal with dynamically changing scenes, where users directly
interact in front of the camera. While there has been work
on using mesh-based representations for live reconstruction
from passive RGB [18, 19, 20] or active Time-of-Flight (ToF)
cameras [4, 28], these do not readily deal with changing, dynamic scenes.
Infrastructure-less We aim to allow users to explore and
reconstruct arbitrary indoor spaces. This suggests a level of
mobility, and contrasts with systems that use fixed or large
sensors (e.g. [16, 23]) or are fully embedded in the environment (e.g. [26]). We also aim to perform camera tracking without the need for prior augmentation of the space,
whether this is the use of infrastructure-heavy tracking sys-
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uously tracks the 6 degrees-of-freedom (DOF) pose of the
camera and fuses new viewpoints of the scene into a global
surface-based representation. A novel GPU pipeline allows
for accurate camera tracking and surface reconstruction at interactive real-time rates. This paper details the capabilities of
our novel system, as well as the implementation of the GPU
pipeline in full.
We demonstrate core uses of KinectFusion as a low-cost
handheld scanner, and present novel interactive methods for
segmenting physical objects of interest from the reconstructed
scene. We show how a real-time 3D model can be leveraged
for geometry-aware augmented reality (AR) and physicsbased interactions, where virtual worlds more realistically
merge and interact with the real.
Placing such systems into an interaction context, where users
need to dynamically interact in front of the sensor, reveals a
fundamental challenge – no longer can we assume a static
scene for camera tracking or reconstruction. We illustrate
failure cases caused by a user moving in front of the sensor.
We describe new methods to overcome these limitations, allowing camera tracking and reconstruction of a static background scene, while simultaneously segmenting, reconstructing and tracking foreground objects, including the user. We
use this approach to demonstrate real-time multi-touch interactions anywhere, allowing a user to appropriate any physical
surface, be it planar or non-planar, for touch.
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Reconstructing geometry using active sensors [16], passive
cameras [11, 18], online images [7], or from unordered 3D
points [14, 29] are well-studied areas of research in computer graphics and vision. There is also extensive literature
within the AR and robotics community on Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM), aimed at tracking a user or
robot while creating a map of the surrounding physical environment17,
(see14[25]). Given this broad topic, and our desire
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or support real-time camera tracking but non real-time reconstruction or mapping phases [15, 19, 20].
No explicit feature detection Unlike structure from motion (SfM) systems (e.g. [15]) or RGB plus depth (RGBD)
techniques (e.g. [12, 13]), which need to robustly and continuously detect sparse scene features, our approach to camera tracking avoids an explicit detection step, and directly
works on the full depth maps acquired from the Kinect sensor. Our system also avoids the reliance on RGB (used in
recent Kinect RGBD systems e.g. [12]) allowing use in indoor spaces with variable lighting conditions.
High-quality reconstruction of geometry A core goal of
our work is to capture detailed (or dense) 3D models of
the real scene. Many SLAM systems (e.g. [15]) focus
on real-time tracking, using sparse maps for localization
rather than reconstruction. Others have used simple pointbased representations (such as surfels [12] or aligned pointclouds [13]) for reconstruction. KinectFusion goes beyond
these point-based representations by reconstructing surfaces,
which more accurately approximate real-world geometry.
Dynamic interaction assumed We explore tracking and
reconstruction in the context of user interaction. Given this
requirement, it is critical that the representation we use can
deal with dynamically changing scenes, where users directly
interact in front of the camera. While there has been work
on using mesh-based representations for live reconstruction
from passive RGB [18, 19, 20] or active Time-of-Flight (ToF)
cameras [4, 28], these do not readily deal with changing, dynamic scenes.
Infrastructure-less We aim to allow users to explore and
reconstruct arbitrary indoor spaces. This suggests a level of
mobility, and contrasts with systems that use fixed or large
sensors (e.g. [16, 23]) or are fully embedded in the environment (e.g. [26]). We also aim to perform camera tracking without the need for prior augmentation of the space,
whether this is the use of infrastructure-heavy tracking sys-
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uously tracks the 6 degrees-of-freedom (DOF) pose of the
camera and fuses new viewpoints of the scene into a global
surface-based representation. A novel GPU pipeline allows
for accurate camera tracking and surface reconstruction at interactive real-time rates. This paper details the capabilities of
our novel system, as well as the implementation of the GPU
pipeline in full.
We demonstrate core uses of KinectFusion as a low-cost
handheld scanner, and present novel interactive methods for
segmenting physical objects of interest from the reconstructed
scene. We show how a real-time 3D model can be leveraged
for geometry-aware augmented reality (AR) and physicsbased interactions, where virtual worlds more realistically
merge and interact with the real.
Placing such systems into an interaction context, where users
need to dynamically interact in front of the sensor, reveals a
fundamental challenge – no longer can we assume a static
scene for camera tracking or reconstruction. We illustrate
failure cases caused by a user moving in front of the sensor.
We describe new methods to overcome these limitations, allowing camera tracking and reconstruction of a static background scene, while simultaneously segmenting, reconstructing and tracking foreground objects, including the user. We
use this approach to demonstrate real-time multi-touch interactions anywhere, allowing a user to appropriate any physical
surface, be it planar or non-planar, for touch.
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Vertex Map

uously tracks the 6 degrees-of-freedom (DOF) pose of the
camera and fuses new viewpoints of the scene into a global
surface-based representation. A novel GPU pipeline allows
for accurate camera tracking and surface reconstruction at interactive real-time rates. This paper details the capabilities of
our novel system, as well as the implementation of the GPU
pipeline in full.
We demonstrate core uses of KinectFusion as a low-cost
handheld scanner, and present novel interactive methods for
segmenting physical objects of interest from the reconstructed
scene. We show how a real-time 3D model can be leveraged
for geometry-aware augmented reality (AR) and physicsbased interactions, where virtual worlds more realistically
merge and interact with the real.
Placing such systems into an interaction context, where users
need to dynamically interact in front of the sensor, reveals a
fundamental challenge – no longer can we assume a static
scene for camera tracking or reconstruction. We illustrate
failure cases caused by a user moving in front of the sensor.
We describe new methods to overcome these limitations, allowing camera tracking and reconstruction of a static background scene, while simultaneously segmenting, reconstructing and tracking foreground objects, including the user. We
use this approach to demonstrate real-time multi-touch interactions anywhere, allowing a user to appropriate any physical
surface, be it planar or non-planar, for touch.
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Reconstructing geometry using active sensors [16], passive
cameras [11, 18], online images [7], or from unordered 3D
points [14, 29] are well-studied areas of research in computer graphics and vision. There is also extensive literature
within the AR and robotics community on Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM), aimed at tracking a user or
robot while creating a map of the surrounding physical environment17,
(see14[25]). Given this broad topic, and our desire
February

or support real-time camera tracking but non real-time reconstruction or mapping phases [15, 19, 20].
No explicit feature detection Unlike structure from motion (SfM) systems (e.g. [15]) or RGB plus depth (RGBD)
techniques (e.g. [12, 13]), which need to robustly and continuously detect sparse scene features, our approach to camera tracking avoids an explicit detection step, and directly
works on the full depth maps acquired from the Kinect sensor. Our system also avoids the reliance on RGB (used in
recent Kinect RGBD systems e.g. [12]) allowing use in indoor spaces with variable lighting conditions.
High-quality reconstruction of geometry A core goal of
our work is to capture detailed (or dense) 3D models of
the real scene. Many SLAM systems (e.g. [15]) focus
on real-time tracking, using sparse maps for localization
rather than reconstruction. Others have used simple pointbased representations (such as surfels [12] or aligned pointclouds [13]) for reconstruction. KinectFusion goes beyond
these point-based representations by reconstructing surfaces,
which more accurately approximate real-world geometry.
Dynamic interaction assumed We explore tracking and
reconstruction in the context of user interaction. Given this
requirement, it is critical that the representation we use can
deal with dynamically changing scenes, where users directly
interact in front of the camera. While there has been work
on using mesh-based representations for live reconstruction
from passive RGB [18, 19, 20] or active Time-of-Flight (ToF)
cameras [4, 28], these do not readily deal with changing, dynamic scenes.
Infrastructure-less We aim to allow users to explore and
reconstruct arbitrary indoor spaces. This suggests a level of
mobility, and contrasts with systems that use fixed or large
sensors (e.g. [16, 23]) or are fully embedded in the environment (e.g. [26]). We also aim to perform camera tracking without the need for prior augmentation of the space,
whether this is the use of infrastructure-heavy tracking sys-
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Vertex Map

uously tracks the 6 degrees-of-freedom (DOF) pose of the
camera and fuses new viewpoints of the scene into a global
surface-based representation. A novel GPU pipeline allows
for accurate camera tracking and surface reconstruction at interactive real-time rates. This paper details the capabilities of
our novel system, as well as the implementation of the GPU
pipeline in full.
We demonstrate core uses of KinectFusion as a low-cost
handheld scanner, and present novel interactive methods for
segmenting physical objects of interest from the reconstructed
scene. We show how a real-time 3D model can be leveraged
for geometry-aware augmented reality (AR) and physicsbased interactions, where virtual worlds more realistically
merge and interact with the real.
Placing such systems into an interaction context, where users
need to dynamically interact in front of the sensor, reveals a
fundamental challenge – no longer can we assume a static
scene for camera tracking or reconstruction. We illustrate
failure cases caused by a user moving in front of the sensor.
We describe new methods to overcome these limitations, allowing camera tracking and reconstruction of a static background scene, while simultaneously segmenting, reconstructing and tracking foreground objects, including the user. We
use this approach to demonstrate real-time multi-touch interactions anywhere, allowing a user to appropriate any physical
surface, be it planar or non-planar, for touch.
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Reconstructing geometry using active sensors [16], passive
cameras [11, 18], online images [7], or from unordered 3D
points [14, 29] are well-studied areas of research in computer graphics and vision. There is also extensive literature
within the AR and robotics community on Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM), aimed at tracking a user or
robot while creating a map of the surrounding physical environment17,
(see14[25]). Given this broad topic, and our desire
February

or support real-time camera tracking but non real-time reconstruction or mapping phases [15, 19, 20].
No explicit feature detection Unlike structure from motion (SfM) systems (e.g. [15]) or RGB plus depth (RGBD)
techniques (e.g. [12, 13]), which need to robustly and continuously detect sparse scene features, our approach to camera tracking avoids an explicit detection step, and directly
works on the full depth maps acquired from the Kinect sensor. Our system also avoids the reliance on RGB (used in
recent Kinect RGBD systems e.g. [12]) allowing use in indoor spaces with variable lighting conditions.
High-quality reconstruction of geometry A core goal of
our work is to capture detailed (or dense) 3D models of
the real scene. Many SLAM systems (e.g. [15]) focus
on real-time tracking, using sparse maps for localization
rather than reconstruction. Others have used simple pointbased representations (such as surfels [12] or aligned pointclouds [13]) for reconstruction. KinectFusion goes beyond
these point-based representations by reconstructing surfaces,
which more accurately approximate real-world geometry.
Dynamic interaction assumed We explore tracking and
reconstruction in the context of user interaction. Given this
requirement, it is critical that the representation we use can
deal with dynamically changing scenes, where users directly
interact in front of the camera. While there has been work
on using mesh-based representations for live reconstruction
from passive RGB [18, 19, 20] or active Time-of-Flight (ToF)
cameras [4, 28], these do not readily deal with changing, dynamic scenes.
Infrastructure-less We aim to allow users to explore and
reconstruct arbitrary indoor spaces. This suggests a level of
mobility, and contrasts with systems that use fixed or large
sensors (e.g. [16, 23]) or are fully embedded in the environment (e.g. [26]). We also aim to perform camera tracking without the need for prior augmentation of the space,
whether this is the use of infrastructure-heavy tracking sys-
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Vertex Map

uously tracks the 6 degrees-of-freedom (DOF) pose of the
camera and fuses new viewpoints of the scene into a global
surface-based representation. A novel GPU pipeline allows
for accurate camera tracking and surface reconstruction at interactive real-time rates. This paper details the capabilities of
our novel system, as well as the implementation of the GPU
pipeline in full.
We demonstrate core uses of KinectFusion as a low-cost
handheld scanner, and present novel interactive methods for
segmenting physical objects of interest from the reconstructed
scene. We show how a real-time 3D model can be leveraged
for geometry-aware augmented reality (AR) and physicsbased interactions, where virtual worlds more realistically
merge and interact with the real.
Placing such systems into an interaction context, where users
need to dynamically interact in front of the sensor, reveals a
fundamental challenge – no longer can we assume a static
scene for camera tracking or reconstruction. We illustrate
failure cases caused by a user moving in front of the sensor.
We describe new methods to overcome these limitations, allowing camera tracking and reconstruction of a static background scene, while simultaneously segmenting, reconstructing and tracking foreground objects, including the user. We
use this approach to demonstrate real-time multi-touch interactions anywhere, allowing a user to appropriate any physical
surface, be it planar or non-planar, for touch.
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Reconstructing geometry using active sensors [16], passive
cameras [11, 18], online images [7], or from unordered 3D
points [14, 29] are well-studied areas of research in computer graphics and vision. There is also extensive literature
within the AR and robotics community on Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM), aimed at tracking a user or
robot while creating a map of the surrounding physical environment17,
(see14[25]). Given this broad topic, and our desire
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or support real-time camera tracking but non real-time reconstruction or mapping phases [15, 19, 20].
No explicit feature detection Unlike structure from motion (SfM) systems (e.g. [15]) or RGB plus depth (RGBD)
techniques (e.g. [12, 13]), which need to robustly and continuously detect sparse scene features, our approach to camera tracking avoids an explicit detection step, and directly
works on the full depth maps acquired from the Kinect sensor. Our system also avoids the reliance on RGB (used in
recent Kinect RGBD systems e.g. [12]) allowing use in indoor spaces with variable lighting conditions.
High-quality reconstruction of geometry A core goal of
our work is to capture detailed (or dense) 3D models of
the real scene. Many SLAM systems (e.g. [15]) focus
on real-time tracking, using sparse maps for localization
rather than reconstruction. Others have used simple pointbased representations (such as surfels [12] or aligned pointclouds [13]) for reconstruction. KinectFusion goes beyond
these point-based representations by reconstructing surfaces,
which more accurately approximate real-world geometry.
Dynamic interaction assumed We explore tracking and
reconstruction in the context of user interaction. Given this
requirement, it is critical that the representation we use can
deal with dynamically changing scenes, where users directly
interact in front of the camera. While there has been work
on using mesh-based representations for live reconstruction
from passive RGB [18, 19, 20] or active Time-of-Flight (ToF)
cameras [4, 28], these do not readily deal with changing, dynamic scenes.
Infrastructure-less We aim to allow users to explore and
reconstruct arbitrary indoor spaces. This suggests a level of
mobility, and contrasts with systems that use fixed or large
sensors (e.g. [16, 23]) or are fully embedded in the environment (e.g. [26]). We also aim to perform camera tracking without the need for prior augmentation of the space,
whether this is the use of infrastructure-heavy tracking sys-
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uously tracks the 6 degrees-of-freedom (DOF) pose of the
camera and fuses new viewpoints of the scene into a global
surface-based representation. A novel GPU pipeline allows
for accurate camera tracking and surface reconstruction at interactive real-time rates. This paper details the capabilities of
our novel system, as well as the implementation of the GPU
pipeline in full.
We demonstrate core uses of KinectFusion as a low-cost
handheld scanner, and present novel interactive methods for
segmenting physical objects of interest from the reconstructed
scene. We show how a real-time 3D model can be leveraged
for geometry-aware augmented reality (AR) and physicsbased interactions, where virtual worlds more realistically
merge and interact with the real.
Placing such systems into an interaction context, where users
need to dynamically interact in front of the sensor, reveals a
fundamental challenge – no longer can we assume a static
scene for camera tracking or reconstruction. We illustrate
failure cases caused by a user moving in front of the sensor.
We describe new methods to overcome these limitations, allowing camera tracking and reconstruction of a static background scene, while simultaneously segmenting, reconstructing and tracking foreground objects, including the user. We
use this approach to demonstrate real-time multi-touch interactions anywhere, allowing a user to appropriate any physical
surface, be it planar or non-planar, for touch.
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points [14, 29] are well-studied areas of research in computer graphics and vision. There is also extensive literature
within the AR and robotics community on Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM), aimed at tracking a user or
robot while creating a map of the surrounding physical environment17,
(see14[25]). Given this broad topic, and our desire
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or support real-time camera tracking but non real-time reconstruction or mapping phases [15, 19, 20].
No explicit feature detection Unlike structure from motion (SfM) systems (e.g. [15]) or RGB plus depth (RGBD)
techniques (e.g. [12, 13]), which need to robustly and continuously detect sparse scene features, our approach to camera tracking avoids an explicit detection step, and directly
works on the full depth maps acquired from the Kinect sensor. Our system also avoids the reliance on RGB (used in
recent Kinect RGBD systems e.g. [12]) allowing use in indoor spaces with variable lighting conditions.
High-quality reconstruction of geometry A core goal of
our work is to capture detailed (or dense) 3D models of
the real scene. Many SLAM systems (e.g. [15]) focus
on real-time tracking, using sparse maps for localization
rather than reconstruction. Others have used simple pointbased representations (such as surfels [12] or aligned pointclouds [13]) for reconstruction. KinectFusion goes beyond
these point-based representations by reconstructing surfaces,
which more accurately approximate real-world geometry.
Dynamic interaction assumed We explore tracking and
reconstruction in the context of user interaction. Given this
requirement, it is critical that the representation we use can
deal with dynamically changing scenes, where users directly
interact in front of the camera. While there has been work
on using mesh-based representations for live reconstruction
from passive RGB [18, 19, 20] or active Time-of-Flight (ToF)
cameras [4, 28], these do not readily deal with changing, dynamic scenes.
http://razorvision.tumblr.com/post/15039827747/
Infrastructure-less We aim to allow users to explore and
reconstruct arbitrary indoor spaces. how-kinect-and-kinect-fusion-kinfu-work
This suggests a level of
mobility, and contrasts with systems that use fixed or large
sensors (e.g. [16, 23]) or are fully embedded in the environment (e.g. [26]). We also aim to perform camera tracking without the need for prior augmentation of the space,
whether this is the use of infrastructure-heavy tracking sys-

Kinect
Fusion
[Newcombe et al., 2011]
Measurement
ICP (Iterative Closest Point)
TSDF Integration (Truncated Signed Distance
Function)
Ray Casting
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ICP
Problem
Pairwise Rigid Registration Goal
by Szymon Rusinkiewicz, 2011

Align two partiallyoverlapping meshes
given initial guess
for relative transform
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ICP
Aligning
3D
Data
Aligning 3D Data
by Szymon Rusinkiewicz, 2011

If correct correspondences are known, can find
correct relative rotation/translation
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ICP - Aligning 3D Data
by Szymon Rusinkiewicz, 2011

Aligning 3D Data

… and iterate to find alignment
t Iterative Closest Points (ICP) [Besl & McKay 92]
Converges if starting position “close enough“
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ICP
Basic
algorithm
Basic ICP
by Szymon Rusinkiewicz, 2011

Select e.g. 1000 random points
Match each to closest point on other scan,
using data structure such as k-d tree
Reject pairs with distance > k times median
Construct error function:
Minimize (closed form solution in [Horn 87])
E
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Rpi

t qi

2

ICP Variants

ICP Variants
by Szymon Rusinkiewicz, 2011

Variants on the following stages of ICP
have been proposed:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Selecting source points (from one or both meshes)
Matching to points in the other mesh
Weighting the correspondences
Rejecting certain (outlier) point pairs
Assigning an error metric to the current transform
Minimizing the error metric w.r.t. transformation
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Point-to-Plane Error Metric

ICP - point-to-plane error
by Szymon Rusinkiewicz, 2011

Using point-to-plane distance instead of point-to-point
lets flat regions slide along each other [Chen & Medioni 91]

12
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the goal of each ICP iteration is to find Mopt such that
= arg min ∑ ((M ⋅ s − d ) • n ) error
(1)
ICPM- point-to-plane
M

opt

i

i

i

2

i
by Kok-Lim
low, 2004

where M and Mopt are 4×4 3D rigid-body transformation matrices.
destination
point
d1

l1

tangent
plane

n1
unit
normal
s1
source
point

destination
surface

d2
n2

d3

l3
l2

s3
s2

n3

source
surface

Figure 1: Point-to-plane error between two surfaces.
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Point-to-Plane
Error Metric
ICP - point-to-plane
by Szymon Rusinkiewicz, 2011

error

Error function:
E

(Rpi

t qi ) ni

2

where R is a rotation matrix, t is translation vector
Linearize (i.e. assume that sin
E

, cos
2

(p i q i ) n i r (p i n i ) t n i ,

Result: overconstrained linear system
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1):
where r

rx
ry
rz

ICP - point-to-plane
Point-to-Plane
Error
Metric
by Szymon Rusinkiewicz, 2011

error

Overconstrained linear system
Ax

A

p 1 n1
p2 n2

b,
rx
ry

n1
n2

,

rz
tx

x

,

ty
tz

Solve using least squares
T

A Ax
x
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T

A b
T

A A

1

A Tb

b

(p 1 q 1 ) n1
(p 2 q 2 ) n 2

ICPto -Find
Data
Projection
Projection
Correspondences
by Szymon Rusinkiewicz, 2011
Idea: use a simpler algorithm to find correspondences
For range images, can simply project point [Blais 95]
t Constant-time
t Does not require precomputing a spatial data structure
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efficient icp

by Szymon Rusinkiewicz & Marc Levoy, 2001

ICP algorithm with

➡

➡

projection-based correspondences,

➡

point-to-plane matching

can align meshes in a few tens of ms.
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Projection-Based Matching

efficient icp

by Szymon Rusinkiewicz & Marc Levoy, 2001

Slightly worse performance per iteration
Each iteration is one to two orders of magnitude
faster than closest-point
Result: can align
two range images
in a few milliseconds,
vs. a few seconds

30
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Frame-to-Model Alignment
➡

Frame-to-frame alignment:
➡

Unstable

➡

Prune to incremental drift
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Frame-to-Model Alignment
➡

➡

Frame-to-frame alignment:
➡

Unstable

➡

Prune to incremental drift

Frame-to-model alignment:
➡

Inherently prevents drift

➡

More stable
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Kinect
Fusion
[Newcombe et al., 2011]
Measurement
ICP (Iterative Closest Point)
TSDF Integration (Truncated Signed Distance
Function)
Ray Casting
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SDF : signed distance
function
➡
➡

Distance from a point x to the boundary of a region
Sign determined by whether x is in region

http://www.paraview.org/Wiki/ITK/Examples/ImageProcessing/
SignedDanielssonDistanceMapImageFilter
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http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-bQanRezjlk4/TpdpSpMq5rI/
AAAAAAAAAWw/_8lQsmOJHWM/s320/SignedDistanceField.png

TSDF : truncated signed
distance function
Update only the close voxels to
the boundary
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TSDF : truncated signed
distance function
Update only the close voxels to
the boundary

http://graphics.stanford.edu/papers/volrange/paper_2_levels/node3.html
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TSDF : truncated signed
distance
function
by Michele Pirovano, 2011

Figure 8 - How a TSDF is created
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TSDF integration

by Milwaukee 3D Printing Meetup & Voxel Metric
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TSDF integration

by Milwaukee 3D Printing Meetup & Voxel Metric
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TSDF integration

by Milwaukee 3D Printing Meetup & Voxel Metric
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TSDF integration

by Milwaukee 3D Printing Meetup & Voxel Metric
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F2F

k

k

k

TSDF
integration
[newcombe et al., 2011]

Given that the focus of our work is on real-time sensor tracking an
surface reconstruction we must maintain interactive frame-rate
➡
(For
a 640x480
depth stream at 30fps the equivalent of over
Each
voxel stores:
million new point measurements are made per second). Storin
➡
a weight
Wsigned
each value allows an important aspect of th
F:
distance
k (p) with
global minimum of the convex L2 de-noising metric to be exploite
➡
for real-time
fusion; that the
solution can be obtained incremental
W: accumulated
weight
as more data terms are added using a simple weighted running a
erageMoving
[7], defined
point-wise
average
at time{p|F
k: Rk (p) 6= null}:
Fk (p)

=

Wk (p)

=

Wk

1 (p)Fk 1 (p) + WRk (p)FRk (p)

Wk 1 (p) + WRk (p)
Wk 1 (p) + WRk (p)

(1

(1

No update on the global TSDF is performed for values resultin
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TSDF
integration
[newcombe et al., 2011]
stored at each location of the TSDF: the current truncated signed
distance value Fk (p) and a weight Wk (p),
Sk (p) 7! [Fk (p), Wk (p)] .

(5)

A dense surface measurement (such as the raw depth map Rk ) provides two important constraints on the surface being reconstructed.
First, assuming we can truncate the uncertainty of a depth measurement such that the true value lies within ±µ of the measured
value, then for a distance r from the camera center along each depth
map ray, r < (l Rk (u) µ) is a measurement of free space (here
l = kK 1 u̇k2 scales the measurement along the pixel ray). Second, we assume that no surface information is obtained in the reconstruction volume at r > (l Rk (u) + µ) along the camera ray.
Therefore the SDF need only represent the region of uncertainty
where the surface measurement exists |r l Rk (u)|  µ. A TSDF
allows the asymmetry between free space, uncertain measurement
and unknown areas to be represented. Points that are within visible
space at distance greater than µ from the nearest surface interface
are truncated to a maximum distance µ. Non-visible points farther
than µ from the surface are not measured. Otherwise the SDF represents the distance to the nearest surface point.
Although efficient algorithms exist for computing the true discrete SDF for a given set of point measurements (complexity is
linear in the the number of voxels) [22], sophisticated implementations are required to achieve top performance on GPU hardware,
without which real-time computation is not possible for a reasonable size volume. Instead, we use a projective truncated signed
distance function that is readily computed and trivially parallelisable. For a raw depth map Rk with a known pose Tg,k , its global
frame projective TSDF [FRk , WRk ] at a point p in the global frame
g is computed as,
⇣
⌘
FRk (p) = Y l 1 k(tg,k pk2 Rk (x) ,
(6)

a
o
-

l

=

x

=

Y(h)

=

1

kK ẋk2 ,
j ⇣
⌘k
p KTg,k1 p ,
(
⇣
⌘
min 1, hµ sgn(h)
null

(7)
(8)

iff h
µ
otherwise

(9)

We use a nearest neighbour lookup b.c instead of interpolating
the depth value, to prevent smearing of measurements at depth discontinuities. 1/l converts the ray distance to p to a depth (we found
no considerable difference in using SDF values computed using distances along the ray or along the optical axis). Y performs the SDF
truncation. The truncation function is scaled to ensure that a surface measurement (zero crossing in the SDF) is represented by at
least one non truncated voxel value in the discretised volume either side of the surface. Also, the support is increased linearly with
distance from the sensor center to support correct representation
of noisier measurements. The associated weight WRk (p) is proportional to cos(q )/Rk (x), where q is the angle between the associated
pixel ray direction and the surface normal measurement in the local
frame.
The projective TSDF measurement is only correct exactly at the
surface FRk (p) = 0 or if there is only a single point measurement
in isolation. When a surface is present the closest point along a
ray could be another surface point not on the ray associated with
the pixel in Equation 8. It has been shown that for points close
14
to the surface, a correction can be applied by scaling the SDF by

The global fusion of all depth maps in the volume is formed by
the weighted average of all individual TSDFs computed for each
depth map, which can be seen as de-noising the global TSDF from
multiple noisy TSDF measurements. Under an L2 norm the denoised (fused) surface results as the zero-crossings of the point-wise
SDF F minimising:
min

F2F

Â kWR FR
k

k

k

F)k2 .

(10)

Given that the focus of our work is on real-time sensor tracking and
surface reconstruction we must maintain interactive frame-rates.
(For a 640x480 depth stream at 30fps the equivalent of over 9
million new point measurements are made per second). Storing
a weight Wk (p) with each value allows an important aspect of the
global minimum of the convex L2 de-noising metric to be exploited
for real-time fusion; that the solution can be obtained incrementally
as more data terms are added using a simple weighted running average [7], defined point-wise {p|FRk (p) 6= null}:
Fk (p)

=

Wk (p)

=

Wk

1 (p)Fk 1 (p) + WRk (p)FRk (p)

Wk 1 (p) + WRk (p)
Wk 1 (p) + WRk (p)

(11)
(12)

No update on the global TSDF is performed for values resulting
from unmeasurable regions specified in Equation 9. While Wk (p)
provides weighting of the TSDF proportional to the uncertainty of
surface measurement, we have also found that in practice simply
letting WRk (p) = 1, resulting in a simple average, provides good results. Moreover, by truncating the updated weight over some value
Wh ,
Wk (p) min(Wk 1 (p) + WRk (p), Wh ) ,
(13)
a moving average surface reconstruction can be obtained enabling
reconstruction in scenes with dynamic object motion.
Although a large number of voxels can be visited that will not
project into the current image, the simplicity of the kernel means
operation time is memory, not computation, bound and with current
GPU hardware over 65 gigavoxels/second (⇡ 2ms per full volume
update for a 5123 voxel reconstruction) can be updated. We use 16
bits per component in S(p), although experimentally we have verified that as few as 6 bits are required for the SDF value. Finally,
we note that the raw depth measurements are used for TSDF fusion
rather than the bilateral filtered version used in the tracking component, described later in section 3.5. The early filtering removes
desired high frequency structure and noise alike which would reduce the ability to reconstruct finer scale structures.

Figure 4: A slice through the truncated signed distance volume
showing the truncated function F > µ (white), the smooth distance
field around the surface interface F = 0 and voxels that have not yet
had a valid measurement(grey) as detailed in eqn. 9.
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3.4 Surface Prediction from Ray Casting the TSDF

With the most up-to-date reconstruction available comes the ability to compute a dense surface prediction by rendering the surface
encoded in the zero level set Fk = 0 into a virtual camera with the
current estimate Tg,k . The surface prediction is stored as a vertex
and normal map V̂k and N̂k in frame of reference k and is used in
the subsequent camera pose estimation step.
As we have a dense surface reconstruction in the form of a global
SDF, a per pixel raycast can be performed [21]. Each pixel’s corresponding ray, Tg,k K 1 u̇, is marched starting from the minimum
depth for the pixel and stopping when a zero crossing (+ve to
ve for a visible surface) is found indicating the surface interface.
Marching also stops if a ve to +ve back face is found, or ulti-

Kinect
Fusion
[Newcombe et al., 2011]
Measurement
ICP (Iterative Closest Point)
TSDF Integration (Truncated Signed Distance
Function)
Ray Casting
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RAy
casting
[Newcombe et al., 2011]
➡

Cast a ray from each pixel in the image through the
focal point of the virtual camera

http://johnrichie.com/V2/richie/isosurface/volume.html
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RAy casting
➡

Find “zero-crossings” in tsdf volume

➡

p: extracted grid position by trilinear interpolation
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RAy casting
➡

Find “zero-crossings” in tsdf volume

➡

p: extracted grid position by trilinear interpolation

➡

Uniform sampling for voxel traversal

d

Uniform sampling
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RAy casting
➡

Find “zero-crossings” in tsdf volume

➡

p: extracted grid position by trilinear interpolation

➡

Uniform sampling for voxel traversal

d

Uniform sampling
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RAy casting
➡

Find “zero-crossings” in tsdf volume

➡

p: extracted grid position by trilinear interpolation

➡

DDA for fast voxel traversal [Amanatides&Woo’87]

d

Uniform sampling
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DDA sampling

RAy casting
➡

Find “zero-crossings” in tsdf volume

➡

p: extracted grid position by trilinear interpolation

➡

v: convert grid position p to 3D global position

➡

n: surface gradient at p
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RAy casting
Ray-casting on the TSDF

http://razorvision.tumblr.com/post/15039827747/how-kinect-and-kinect-fusion-kinfu-work
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RAy
casting
[Newcombe et al., 2011]
Ray-casting on the TSDF
Surface
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Normals

KINECT[izadi
FUsion:
RECAP
et al., 2011]

Figure 11: Overview of tracking and reconstruction pipeline
from raw depth map to rendered view of 3D scene.
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At the end of the day:
Model Extraction
Marching Cubes on TSDF
Wikipedia
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OUTLINE
I. Kinect Fusion
II. Kinect Fusion extensions
III.Keyframe based approach
IV.Deformable and non-rigid alignment
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KinectFusion extensions
Problems with Kinect Fusion:

➡

➡

Limited integration volume size
http://www.ccs.neu.edu/research/gpc/
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KinectFusion extensions
Problems with Kinect Fusion:

➡

➡

Limited integration volume size
http://www.ccs.neu.edu/research/gpc/

➡

Loop closure
http://robotics.usc.edu/~ahoward/projects_calme.php
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KinectFusion extensions
Problems with Kinect Fusion:

➡

➡

Limited integration volume size
http://www.ccs.neu.edu/research/gpc/

➡

Loop closure
3D Self-Portraits
http://robotics.usc.edu/~ahoward/projects_calme.php
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Texturing
3D scanning
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pose change

output reconstruction

textured reconstruction

Li et. al, 2013

3D print

large variety of examples

Figure 1: With our system, users can scan themselves with a single 3D sensor by rotating the same pose for a few different views (typically
eight, ⇠45 degrees apart) to cover the full body. Our method robustly registers and merges different scans into a watertight surface with

KinectFusion extensions
➡

Circular buffer for space extention [Kintinuous’12]

➡

Loop closure [Kintinuous Loop Closure ’13]

➡

Texturing [3DSelfPortrait’13]

➡

Large Scale [LargeScale KinectFusion’13]
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KinectFusion extensions
➡

Circular buffer for space extention [Kintinuous’12]

➡

Loop closure [Kintinuous Loop Closure ’13]

➡

Texturing [3DSelfPortrait’13]

➡

Large Scale [LargeScale KinectFusion’13]
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kintinuous
Whelan et. al, 2012
➡

Using circular buffer

➡

Moving TSDF volume

➡

Real-time surface extraction & triangulation

➡

Store in the system memory not in GPU
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circular (ring) buffer
Data structure

➡

➡

uses a single, fixed-size buffer

➡

virtually connected end-to-end

wikipedia.org
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circular (ring) buffer
➡

Circular buffer makes space-extended scanning
possible

Whelan et. al, 2013
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kintinuous
Whelan et. al, 2012
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KinectFusion extensions
➡

Circular buffer for space extention [Kintinuous’12]

➡

Loop closure [Kintinuous Loop Closure ’13]

➡

Texturing [3DSelfPortrait’13]

➡

Large Scale [LargeScale KinectFusion’13]
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kintinuous
Loop
Closure
Whelan et. al, 2013
➡

What happens in loop closure?

➡

How to correct accumulated registration error?
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kintinuous
Loop
Closure
Whelan et. al, 2013
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kintinuous
Loop
Closure
Whelan et. al, 2013
Place Recognition

➡

➡

SURF : Speeded Up Robust Feature

➡

Bag of Words (DBoW)

➡

Strict validation to eliminate outliers

➡

ICP
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kintinuous
Loop
Closure
Whelan et. al, 2013
Space Deformation

➡
➡

Deformation graph
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kintinuous
Loop
Closure
Whelan et. al, 2013
Space Deformation

➡
➡

Deformation graph

Before

After

Fig. 4.
Two-dimensional example of deformation graph construction.
he TSDF
On the left a spatially-constrained graph is constructed over a pre-loop
extracted
closure map suffering from significant drift. The nodes highlighted in red
Monday, February 17, 14

Section IV-B, where Pi is the camera pose of the matched
loop closure frame:
X Whelan et. al, 2013
2
0
0
Esurf =
((PiR Vq ) + Pit ) ((PiR Vq ) + Pit ) 2 (8)

kintinuous Loop Closure
q

➡

The
final Deformation
total cost function is defined as:
Space
➡

wrot Erot + wreg Ereg + wconP EconP + wsurf Esurf

(9)

With wrot = 1, wreg = 10, wconP = 100 and wsurf = 100,
we minimise this cost function using the iterative GaussNewton algorithm choosing weighting values in line with
those used in [19]. As highlighted by Sumner et al., the
Jacobian matrix in this problem is sparse, enabling the use
of sparse linear algebra libraries for efficient optimisation.
We use the CHOLMOD library to perform sparse Cholesky
factorization and efficiently solve the system [25]. We then
apply the optimised deformation graph N to all vertices over
all cloud slices C in parallel across multiple CPU threads.
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F
u

any time.
Section optimisation
IV-B, atwhere
Pi is the camera pose of the matched
D. Optimisation
loop closure
frame:
On acceptance of a loop closure constraint as described in
SectionX
IV-B we perform two optimisation steps, firstly on
Whelan
al,
2
the dense pose graph
and secondly on et.
the dense
vertex2013
map.
0
0
Esurf The
=dense pose graph((P
)+P
((PiR Vq ) + Pit ) 2 (8)
optimisation
theimeasurement
iR Vqprovides
t)

kintinuous Loop Closure
constraints for the dense map deformation optimisation in
place of quser specified constraints that were necessary in
Sumner et al.’s original approach [19]. Dense pose graph
optimisation is carried out using the iSAM framework [18].
Although we are optimising a massive number of variables
by using a dense every-frame pose graph, we benefit from the
sparse linear algebra representation used internally in iSAM,
rot
reg
conP
such
that execution
time isreg
reasonable. conP
1) Map Deformation: Sumner et al. define three cost
functions over the deformation graph and user constraints
rot
reg
con
to optimise the set of
affine transformations
overPall graph
nodes N . The first maximises rigidity in the deformation:
X
2
Erot =
Nl>R NlR I F
(4)

The
final Deformation
total cost function is defined as:
Space

e to the k + 1-nearest
➡
on this technique the
uted in batch using a kbeing based on spatial
the example shownrot
in
we derive an algorithm
to each vertex using a
pose graph ➡
nodes.

w

E

+w

E

+w

E

+ wsurf Esurf

(9)

WithMap
w deformation
= 1, w
= considering:
10, w
= 100 and wsurf = 100,
we➡ minimise this cost function using the iterative Gaussation
rigidity,
Newton
algorithm
choosing
weighting
values
in
line
with
k
Where Equation 4 is the alternative Frobenius-norm form
those used
[19].
AsThehighlighted
by Sumner et al., the
providedin
by Chen
et al. [24].
second is a regularisation
term that ensures a smooth deformation across the graph:
Jacobian
matrix in this problem is sparse, enabling the use
C , N)
E
=
X linear
X
of sparse
algebra
libraries
for
efficient
optimisation.
N (N
N )+N +N
(N + N )
We use the CHOLMOD library to perform
sparse Cholesky
(5)
The third isand
a constraint
term that minimises
the error
on a system [25]. We then
factorization
efficiently
solve
the
set of user specified vertex position constraints U , where a
givenoptimised
constraint U 2 R deformation
and (v) is the result of
applying N to all vertices over
apply the
graph
Equation 2 to v:
Xparallel across multiple CPU threads.
all
cloud
slices
C
in
E
=
k (v) U k
(6)
recall that each pose
l

jP

reg

ng

lR

l
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n2N (Nl )

p
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> dp then

On acceptance of a loop closure constraint as described in
Section IV-B iwe perform two optimisation steps, firstly on
the dense pose graph and secondly on the dense vertex map.
The dense pose graph optimisation provides the measurement
constraints for the dense map deformation optimisation in
2
place of user specified constraints that were0 necessary in
0
Sumner etiR
al.’s qoriginal approach
[19]. Dense
it
q graph it
iR pose
2
optimisation is carried out using the iSAM framework [18].
Although we are optimising a massive number of variables
by using a dense every-frame pose graph, we benefit from the
sparse linear algebra representation used internally in iSAM,
such that execution time is reasonable.
1) Map Deformation: Sumner et al. define three cost
functions
over the deformation
reg reg
conP graph
conand
surf surf
P user constraints
to optimise the set of affine transformations over all graph
nodes N . The first maximises rigidity in the deformation:
X
2
reg
con
surf
P
>
Erot =
N l R N lR I F
(4)

Section IV-B, where P is the camera pose of the matched
loop closure frame:
X Whelan et. al, 2013
Esurf =
((P V ) + P ) ((P V ) + P )
(8)

kintinuous Loop Closure

idean distance to the k + 1-nearest
s work based on this technique qthe
ex are computed in batch using a knique. Again,
➡ being based on spatial
ethod fails in the example shown in
this issue we derive an algorithm
ghbour nodes to each
using a
rotvertexrot
f the sampled pose graph nodes.

The
final Deformation
total cost function is defined as:
Space
w

E

+w

E

+w

E

+w

E

(9)

WithMap
wrotdeformation
= 1, w
= considering:
10, w
= 100 and w
= 100,
on graph nodes
we
minimise
this
cost
function
using
the
iterative
Gausss to traverse back ➡
rigidity,
Where Equation 4 is the alternative Frobenius-norm form
Newton algorithm
choosing
weighting
in line with
provided
by Chen et al. [24].
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optimisation is carried out using the iSAM framework [18].
Although we
i are optimising a massive number of variables
by using a dense every-frame pose graph, we benefit from the
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Section IV-B, where P is the camera pose of the matched
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X Whelan et. al, 2013
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Section IV-B, where Pi is the camera pose of the matched
loop closure frame:
X Whelan et. al, 2013
2
0
0
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kintinuous Loop Closure
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8.
Large
indoor
and outdoor dataset made up of over five million vertices. Insets show the high fidelity of small scale features in the map.

KinectFusion extensions
➡

Circular buffer for space extention [Kintinuous’12]

➡

Loop closure [Kintinuous Loop Closure ’13]

➡

Texturing [3DSelfPortrait’13]

➡

Large Scale [LargeScale KinectFusion’13]
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Direct Mapping
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li et. al, 2013
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Texturing by
➡ Albedo recovery (variation of SIRFS: shape,
reflection, and illumination recovery from shading)

Direct Mapping
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SIRFS
Barron & Malik, 2012
From single RGB image using priors:
Gray Image
Depth Map
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Direct Mapping
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KinectFusion extensions
➡

Circular buffer for space extention [Kintinuous’12]

➡

Loop closure [Kintinuous Loop Closure ’13]

➡

Texturing [3DSelfPortrait’13]

➡

Scalable [LargeScale KinectFusion’13]
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Scalable Real-time Volumetric Surface Reconstruction

Same reconstruction
algorithm toShahram
obtain
fine details
Jiawen Chen
Dennis Bautembach
Izadi
Microsoft Research, Cambridge, UK

Figure 1: We take depth maps from a consumer depth camera (top left) and fuse them into a single surface model (center & right) in real-time
using a compact GPU data structure. This allows live reconstruction of large-scale scenes with fine details (rendered w/ ambient occlusion).

Abstract
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Introduction

We address the fundamental challenge of scalability for real-time
volumetric surface reconstruction methods. We design a memory
efficient,
hierarchical
data structure for commodity graphics hardMonday, February
17, 14

Surface reconstruction is an important and established problem in
computer graphics and computer vision, with many practical applications particularly for cultural heritage, special effects, gaming, and

etween scale, quality and speed have led some rego scale completely, and instead explore live reconaller scenes and objects, using active sensors to help
ve rates. In one of the first examples, Rusinkiewicz
a custom structured light sensor to scan a hand-held
ne algorithm first aligns point clouds (using a variant
es samples into a voxel grid, and uses splatting for
er quality surface reconstruction is achieved by an ofd Levoy implementation. Weise et al. [2009] extend
detect loop closure during a full 360 scan of a hand
orting the object as rigidly as possible to correct for
et al. [2010] use a hand-held low-resolution, noisy
a depth super resolution algorithm to rapidly scan a
ect.

on an octree imposes significant pointer overhead. We demonstra
that shallower hierarchies are more efficient on current hardwa
and scale better to larger scenes when combined with streaming. W
compare to these existing approaches in Section 6.
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3D reconstruction pipeline

Same reconstruction algorithm

model depth and normal maps

raw depth

estimate
pose

camera pose

integrate

volume

raycast

ystems demonstrate interactive performance, but are
le-object reconstructions. Systems such as [Henry
nung et al. 2013; Stückler and Behnke 2012] demone indoor reconstructions at lower frame rates (rangHz) with active sensors. Point and occupancy based
are used for reconstruction at scale. The focus of
not high quality surface reconstruction, but instead
challenges of robust localization, loop closure and
odel drift. These are important elements of Simultaon and Mapping (SLAM) systems, and while out of
ork, have been the focus of considerable research in
mmunity [Thrun et al. 2005].

We seek to reconstruct both large-scale and fine-scale surface geo
etry at real-time rates, by incrementally accumulating noisy dep
maps into a memory efficient volumetric data structure. We adopt t
method of Curless and Levoy [1996], and encode surfaces implicit
as a signed distance field (SDF). Our pipeline is shown in Figure
and is based on the standard KinectFusion system [Izadi et al. 201
Newcombe et al. 2011b] but evolves to accommodate this new sc
able structure. We briefly review this volumetric method to guid
the design of our data structure.

Newcombe et al. 2011b; Izadi et al. 2011] demonme variant of Curless and Levoy [1996] to fuse noisy
aps. The implicit surface is stored in graphics memvoxel grid, and extracted by raycasting. This limits
3
3
onstructions
to
about
(3m)
physical
size
at
512
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For now, we assume a regular dense 3D grid. The input to o
system is a sequence of noisy depth images Zi . We initialize th
camera to the origin, which is also the center of the virtual volume
front face. For each frame, we incrementally update the volum
by integrating (or fusing) surface observations into the stored SD

Figure 2: High level 3D reconstruction pipeline.
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model depth and normal maps

raw depth

camera pose
volume
estimate
integrate
raycast
posesubdivision still offers a number of choices. First, we
Regular spatial

must choose a refinement strategy: at what point do we split a node?
At one extreme, with no refinement, we have a dense regular grid,
which scales as O(n3 ) in memory. At the other extreme, with full
dyadic refinement and data stored only in leaves, we have a complete
octree,
which 2:
is space
but results
in a very deep
hierarchy
Figure
Highefficient,
level 3D
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pipeline.
that is difficult to update and traverse on a GPU. In between, we
can choose different branching factors at each level, resulting in
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Figure 8: Quality comparison. Top: at equal voxel resolution,
our hierarchy permits a much larger active region compared to a
moving regular grid. Bottom: at equal physical extent, our hierarchy
captures significantly more detail in a fraction of the memory.
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Figure 1: We take depth maps from a consumer depth camera (top left) and fuse them into a single surface model (center & right) in real-time

OUTLINE
I. Kinect Fusion
II. Kinect Fusion extension
III.Keyframe based approach:
IV.Deformable and non-rigid alignment
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Super-Resolution 3D Tracking and Mapping.
On unifying key-frame and voxel-based dense visual
SLAM at large scales.
3D High Dynamic Range dense visual SLAM and its
application to real-time object re-lighting.
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Super Resolution
SLAM
Meilland et. al, 2013
Low
resolution
High Resolution
Image images

➡

I∗

Noise
warped, combined
->
to
estimate
high-resolution
Geometric/
Low resolution images
photometric
warping
Blur
Down sampling
Sampling
target
Continuous

➡

Scene

Discrete

w(Tt , V∗ ; K)

β(B)

w(S−1 )

I(t)

(a)
Low resolution depth and color images
I(t)

Continuous Sampling
Scene
Discrete

Geometric/
photometric
warping
w(Tt , V ; K)
∗

Upsampling
w(S)

Noise

w

I (t)
C

Inverse Blur
β(B−1 )

High Resolution
Depth and color images
I∗

Combination

(b)

The image degradation pipeline (forward compositional). On the left an imaging sensor samples the incoming light rays to acq
mage is at a particular pose in space and the warping transforms the image. Optical, motion and sensor blur then further degenerate
own-sampled to produce a low resolution image. (b) The image generation pipeline (inverse compositional). Several low resolution i
m a continuous light field. The images are combined via their weighting C based on their distance to the ideal image with the same
lution
images are transformed to a common reference frame. The images are up-sampled and then inverse blurring is applied.
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(a)
Low resolution depth and color images
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Geometric/
photometric

High Resolution
Depth and color images

A. Cost function
The SR visual SLAM problem is defined here to be
Meilland
et. al, 2013
that which estimates,
incrementally,
the set of camera poses
Tt (xTracking:
t ) whilst simultaneously estimating the SR depth image
➡
3D
D∗ and the SR intensity measurements I∗ from a set of
LR images. This is achieved by considering the following
➡ Optimizing both photometric and depth data:
photometric and depth errors:
"
" "
$ $$
!N
# t T(xt ), V∗ , S , t
eI = t=0 C(t) I∗ − I w T
"
" "
$ $$ ,
!N
# t T(xt ), V∗ , S , t
eD = t=0 C̃(t) D∗ − D w T
(10)
where it to
is supposed
that forwhen
each pose there exists an incre➡ Ability
keep tracking
mental pose that combines homogeneously with the global
# t T(x̃t ) = Tt .
pose
to give
the
true
transformation:
∃x̃
:
T
➡ depth
i
camera is totally occluded,
The full state vector representing the unknowns is then
∗
∗
[I
,
D
, x1 , . .to
. , the
xN ].scene
Non-linear optimisation of this error
➡ too close
can then be decomposed via marginalisation into two separate minimisation phases which are performed iteratively for

Super Resolution SLAM
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Image resolution distance function
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, it is possible
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a
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et. al, 2013
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each
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and
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ideal
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associated
t
➡
Weighting:
is distance transforms directly into a weighting coeffi
➡ Image distance function:
combining the LR intensities for each image t as
virtual camera frame
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∗
To )vi #

−1

+ !)

,

here Cii (t) is a diagonal element of C(t). ! is a
∗
∗#
#
nstant to avoid division by 0 and vi = (v , 1) ∈
e homogeneous vertex vector.
It can be seen that this distance constrains 5DOF
t the rotation around Z). Also, if the LR camera m
wards the optimal resolution (in translation and rota
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Super-Resolution 3D Tracking and Mapping.
On unifying key-frame and voxel-based dense visual
SLAM at large scales.
3D High Dynamic Range dense visual SLAM and its
application to real-time object re-lighting.
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Key Meilland
Frame
Fusion
et. al, 2013

➡

Combines advantages of two methods:
➡

Voxel grid representation

➡

Image-based key-frame based
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Key Meilland
Frame
Fusion
et. al, 2013
➡

Voxel grid representation
✤

✤

➡

Image-based key-frame based

Easy and efficient defining
mathematical operations

- Hard

Global noise reduction

- Not inherent

- Hard to handle loop closure

✤

- Requires a lot of memory

✤
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Easy to handle drifts and
loop closure
Requires less memory

Key Meilland
Frame
Fusion
et. al, 2013
➡

Unified system:
3D Model
Key-frames/Voxel-grid

Learning/
Update

Prediction

RGB-D Sensor

Warping

Estimation

Fig. 1. Unified image and model-based system. For both volumetric and
key-frame based representations, tracking and mapping can be decomposed
in four major blocks: warping, prediction, estimation and model update
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T=e

with the operator [.]∧ as:
sent
#
"
xels
[ω]× υ
(3)
[x]∧ = et. al, 2013 ,
that
Meilland
0
0
eed
an➡ where [.]× represents the skew symmetric matrix operator.
Pose Estimation:
self
An improved version of the bi-objective direct iterative
ach, ➡ closest point (ICP) approach of [24] is employed, which
ICP + photometric constraint
the simultaneously minimises a photometric error along with a
∗
g a geometric error between the surfaces S and S such that
&
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Key Frame Fusion
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∈
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where the first row of equation (4) is the photometric term
and the second row is a point-to-plane ICP error with
projective data association. The function w(·) is the inverse
warping function described in Section III-B.
This non-linear error is iteratively minimised using a
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Pose Estimation:
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An improved version of the bi-objective direct iterative
ach, ➡ closest point (ICP) approach of [24] is employed, which
ICP + photometric constraint
the simultaneously minimises a photometric error along with a
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g a geometric error between the surfaces S and S such that
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Key Frame Fusion
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where the first row of equation (4) is the photometric term
➡ Nonlinear!
and the second
row
is a point-to-plane ICP error with
(Gauss
Newton)
projective data association. The function w(·) is the inverse
warping function described in Section III-B.
This non-linear error is iteratively minimised using a
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from the graph. A simple criteria is used to select the
his
M closest key-frames to the current frame based on the
ion
distance along Meilland
the graph. et.
This
avoids
choosing
key-frames
al, 2013
the
which are close geometrically but have not been connected
ack
visually
during
the
acquisition
(i.e.
on
the
other
side
of
a
nce➡ Multi-frame fusion:
wall). Further connections could be made by performing loop
to
closure
and
bundle
adjustment
on
the
entire
key-frame
graph.
the ➡ Find closest M frames
Each key-frame is then rasterised and blended into a
and
virtual frame at the predicted camera viewpoint such that
➡

Key Frame Fusion

Rasterize each frame and blend from current view

der
The
on),
ted
the
ain
ich

M
! ! "
$$
&
#
∗
∗
−1
∗
%
S =
f S Γ P , E, w(Vi , T Ti , K )
,

(10)

i=1

where f (S(·)) is a blending function, that correctly fuses the
synthesised images. In order to detect occlusions between the
➡ Integrate as in Super Resolution SLAM
rendered surfaces before blending a Mahalanobis distance is
computed between the candidate vertices to test their mutual
dependency. Let us consider the sets {va∗ , c∗a } and {vb∗ , c∗b }
to be two vertices and uncertainties candidates for a new
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Key Meilland
Frame
Fusion
et. al, 2013
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Key Meilland
Frame
Fusion
et. al, 2013
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keyframe based methods
➡

➡

➡

Super-Resolution 3D Tracking and Mapping.
On unifying key-frame and voxel-based dense visual
SLAM at large scales.
3D High Dynamic Range dense visual SLAM and its
application to real-time object re-lighting.
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HDR
SLAM
Meilland et. al, 2013
Main Contributions:

➡

➡

Registering HDR images to 3D scene

➡

Real-time HDR reflections on virtual objects

View
prediction
LDR
RGB-D frame

HDR
tracking
Sec. 2.4

Camera pose

Key-frame based HDR 3D model

HDR
mapping/fusion

Shutter
value

Sec. 2.5

Inverse
CRF

Eq.(12)

Transformed LDR
RGB-D frame

Sec. 2

Figure 3: High level HDR tracking and mapping pipeline. A live RGB-D frame is registered to a 3D HDR map by estimating the pose and shutter
values. The incoming LDR images are then fused with the HDR map to improve the dynamic range. A HDR environment map is available as
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output
for rendering
purposes. On the right, a graph of key-frames is displayed in the image, with the edges of the graph in violet.

s. The incoming LDR images are then fused with the HDR map
ut for rendering purposes. On the right, a graph of key-frames is
Meilland et. al, 2013

HDR SLAM

∗
High
Dynamic
range
registration
ssuming brightness consistency and that both I and I have the
exposure, the 6 dof unknown x can be estimated by minimis➡ LDR:
he following non-linear intensity error:
! "
$
%
∗
∗
∗
#
e(x)ldr = I w(TT(x), V ) − I (P ) ,
(4)
➡

#
e the warping function w(TT(x),
V∗ ) warps the vertices V∗ ,
∗
iated with the back-projected pixels P from equation (1),
#
the transformation TT(x)
onto the normalised image plane:
∗
&
ΠTv .
p = KΠ
w

(5)

3×4
Π
matrix = [I3×3 , 0] ∈ R
projects 4 vectors onto 3 space.
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∆t1 incoming LDR images are then fused with the HDR map
s.
The
α = ∆t2 between two subsequent frames. If an exact exposure tim
ut for rendering purposes. On the right, a graph of key-frames is
is available then it is possible to recover the irradiance.
Meilland
et.
al,
2013
For real-time performance it is assumed here that the camera

HDR SLAM

sponse function (CRF) is simple non-linear function:∗
➡ High Dynamic range registration
ssuming
brightness consistency and that both I and I have the
γ estimated by minimis&I =x(E∆t)
exposure, the 6 dof unknown
can be
➡ LDR:
he following non-linear intensity error:
where γ is the gamma
! " correction factor
$ which can
% be chosen ma
∗
∗
∗
ually ore(x)
is usually
provided
by
the
constructor.
For
the remaind
#
=
I
w(
TT(x),
V
)
−
I
(P
)
,
(4)
ldr
of the paper it will be assumed that the gamma correction has be
1
&I γ .
∗
removed
from
the
sensor
images
such
that
I
=
#
e the warping function w(TT(x), V ) warps the vertices V∗ ,
∗
The
classic
LR
intensity
error
can
then
re-formulated
➡
iated with
the back-projected pixels P befrom
equation as:
(1),
HDR:
%
!
"
$
#
the transformation TT(x)# onto the∗ normalised image
plane:
# + α )I∗hdr (P∗ ) ,
e(x)hdr = I w(TT(x), V ) − (α
w
∗
&
ΠTv .
p = KΠ
(5)

3×4
Π
matrix = [I3×3 , 0] ∈ R
projects 4 vectors onto 3 space.
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∆t1 incoming LDR images are then fused with the HDR map
s.
The
α = ∆t2 between two subsequent frames. If an exact exposure tim
ut for rendering purposes. On the right, a graph of key-frames is
is available then it is possible to recover the irradiance.
Meilland
et.
al,
2013
For real-time performance it is assumed here that the camera

HDR SLAM

sponse function (CRF) is simple non-linear function:∗
➡ High Dynamic range registration
ssuming
brightness consistency and that both I and I have the
γ estimated by minimis&I =x(E∆t)
exposure, the 6 dof unknown
can be
➡ LDR:
he following non-linear intensity error:
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! " correction factor
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1
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∗
removed
from
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sensor
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such
that
I
=
#
e the warping function w(TT(x), V ) warps the vertices V∗ ,
∗
The
classic
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intensity
error
can
then
re-formulated
➡
iated with
the back-projected pixels P befrom
equation as:
(1),
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#
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# + α )I∗hdr (P∗ ) ,
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shutter estimate

Solve
[x
α]:
Nonlinear
Gauss-Newton!
3×4
matrix Π = [I3×3 , 0] ∈ R
projects 4 vectors onto 3 space.
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HDR
SLAM
Meilland et. al, 2013
➡

3D
High
dynamic
range
mapping:
Figure 4: HDR fusion: From left to right same scene observed with increasin

HDR blending of equation (13) and is displayed using the tone-mapping of [2
➡

Key-frame image: I∗hdr

graph
using
the
estimated
pose
and
the
transformed
intensities
∗
Cumulative weights: C hdr
from (12). Integration of the intensities is then performed using an
incremental weighted average of each pixel p.
➡ Updated rule between∗ time t − 1 and time t:
Each key-frame image Ihdr and its cumulative weights C∗hdr are
updated incrementally between time t − 1 and time t as:
➡ the

C∗hdr (p,t) ← C∗hdr (p,t − 1) +

f (Iw (p,t))

w
w
∗
∗
f
(I
(p,t))I
(p,t)
+
C
(p,t
−
1)I
(p,t − 1)
∗
hdr
hdr
hdr
Ihdr (p,t) ←
C∗hdr (p,t)
(13)
where Iw and Iw
hdr are respectively the current LDR and HDR images warped onto the reference key-frame. f (I(p)) is the weighting
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SLAM
Meilland et. al, 2013
➡

Real-time HDR reflections on virtual objects

HDR reflection maps
Object 1

Virtual objects
world positions
HDR key-frame
based 3D model

Cube maps
generation

Light depth-maps

Object 2

Light 1

Object 3

Light sources
detection

Sec. 3.1.1

Light 2

3D lights
positions

Sec. 3.1.2

Recursive rendering
(inter-object reflections)

Light 3

Shadow-maps
pre-computation

HDR reflection maps
3D lights positions
Lights depth-maps

Sec. 3.1.3

Sec. 3.1

Figure 5: Virtual light-field composition pipeline. The 3D HDR model is used to create virtual light probes, detect light sources and to perform
pre-computations for real-time shadow mapping. This provides necessary scene information for photo-realistic AR.

3. Recurse to step one with each of the 2 new sub-images until
the initially fixed number of regions is reached.
4. Estimate the position of the light (which is the barycentre) in
Monday,
February
17, 14
the
sub-images.

a single depth value in the shadow map, an overlapping Gaussian
distribution (mean and variance) is maintained for each pixel. This
allows to weight the shadow value with the variance of the shadow
map, which creates smooth shadows edges (see Figure 7(c)). The

HDR
SLAM
Meilland et. al, 2013
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OUTLINE
I. Kinect Fusion
II. Kinect Fusion extension
III.Keyframe based approach:
IV.Deformable and non-rigid alignment
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Deformable & non-rigid
alignment
➡

Robust Single-View Geometry And Motion
Reconstruction.

➡

3D Self-Portraits.

➡

Elastic Fragments for Dense Scene Reconstruction.
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Deformable & non-rigid
alignment
➡

Robust Single-View Geometry And Motion
Reconstruction.

➡

3D Self-Portraits.

➡

Elastic Fragments for Dense Scene Reconstruction.
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Robust Single-View Geometry
and Motion
Reconstruction
Li et. al, 2009
Reconstruction from a dynamic scene

input scans

reconstruction

input scans
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input scans

reconstruction

reconstruction

Robust Single-View Geometry
and Motion
Reconstruction
Li et. al, 2009
Pipeline:
Dynamic
Acquisition

Partial Scans

Smooth Template

Warped Template

Static
Acquisition
Non-Rigid
Registration
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Detail
Estimation

Detail Coefficients

Detail
Aggregation

Reconstructed Shape

Robust Single-View Geometry
and Motion
Reconstruction
Li et. al, 2009
Align the template to
the each frame by
creating

before refinement

after refinement

deformation graph
initial

initial
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final

time

final

initial

final

Robust Single-View Geometry
and Motion
Reconstruction
Li et. al, 2009
Aggregating detail over
temporally adjacent
frames propagates
detail

input scan
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warped template

reconstruction

Deformable & non-rigid
alignment
➡

Robust Single-View Geometry And Motion
Reconstruction.

➡

3D Self-Portraits.

➡

Elastic Fragments for Dense Scene Reconstruction.
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3D Self
portraits
li et. al, 2013
Pipeline:

raw input data

per-view fusion

rigid alignment

non-rigid alignment

output reconstruction

textured reconstruction

3D print

Figure 3: Our reconstruction pipeline takes as input around 150 frames of raw depth maps and textures for each of eight captured views
(Sec. 3.1). It fuses and segments these frames to yield per-view fused surfaces (Sec. 3.2). These per-view surfaces are first registered using
rigid alignment (Sec. 3.3) and then refined with non-rigid alignment in a global optimization (Sec. 3.4). The aligned surfaces are merged into
a final watertight surface (Sec. 3.5) with consistent texture (Sec. 3.6) which is suitable for 3D printing.
users’ poses can happen between the scans even with the best effort
to keep the same pose; and second, non-uniform and uncontrolled
lighting
in the 17,
homes
of typical users can cause significant appearMonday, February
14

2 Related Work
We review the relevant recent advances in 3D shape reconstruction

3D Self
portraits
li et. al, 2013
Aggregation & per-view fusion of data
For ~8 views

per-view aggregation of raw frames

per-view fusion

Figure 4: The captured incomplete raw depth maps (left). Fused
and segmented per-view surface and texture (right).
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3D Self
portraits
li et. al, 2013
After initial rigid ICP
Nonrigid ICP (solves loop closure as well)

initial
alignment
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pairwise correspondence
computation

multi-view
non-rigid registration

Deformable & non-rigid
alignment
➡

Robust Single-View Geometry And Motion
Reconstruction.

➡

3D Self-Portraits.

➡

Elastic Fragments for Dense Scene Reconstruction.
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Elastic Fragments for Dense
Scene Reconstruction
zhou et. al, 2013
Handles the deformations caused by:
High-frequency errors,
Low-frequency distortion

(a) Extended KinectFusion

(b) Zhou and Koltun

(c) Our approach

gure 2. Reconstructions produced by different approaches on the stone wall sequence from Zhou and Koltun [35]. The top row shows
Monday,
February
17, 14data from the sensor, the bottom row shows results with data that was processed by the calibration approach of Te
sults
with
original

Elastic Fragments for Dense
Scene Reconstruction
zhou et. al, 2013
➡

Fragment construction

➡

Initial alignment

➡

Elastic Registration

➡

Integration
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Elastic Fragments for Dense
Scene Reconstruction
zhou et. al, 2013
Fragment construction

➡

➡

➡

Partition into k(50 or 100) segments
Use frame-to-model registration & integration as in
the kinect fusion
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Elastic Fragments for Dense
Scene Reconstruction
zhou et. al, 2013
Initial alignment between fragments

➡

➡

SLAM for rough alignment

➡

ICP stability to validate correspondences
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Elastic Fragments for Dense
Scene Reconstruction
zhou et. al, 2013
➡

Elastic Registration by iteratively optimizing:
➡

➡

Distances between fragments
Elastic strain energy to preserve shape of each
fragment
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Elastic Fragments for Dense
Scene Reconstruction
zhou et. al, 2013
Comparison to rigid methods

(a) Extended KinectFusion

(b) Zhou and Koltun

(c) Mocap trajectory

(d) Our approach

Figure 5. Evaluation on a benchmark scene [29]: (a) Extended KinectFusion [22], (b) Zhou and Koltun [35], (c) volumetric integration
long the motion-captured camera trajectory, and (d) our approach. Our approach is the only one that preserves high-frequency features
uch as the chair leg (red closeup) without introducing noisy artifacts on the flat panel (blue closeup).

[8]
D. Herrera
C.,14 J. Kannala, and J. Heikkilä. Joint depth and
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Q. Yang, H. Stewénius, R. Yang, G. Welch, and H. Towles.
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nal to the surface interface, the surface normal is computed
directly as the derivative of the TSDF at the zero-crossing
[22]. Therefore each GPU thread that finds a ray/surface intersection can calculate a single interpolated vertex and noret al.,for2011]
mal, which can [izadi
used as parameters
lighting calculations
on the output pixel, in order to render the surface.

RAy casting

Listing 3 Raycasting to extract the implicit surface, composite virtual 3D graphics, and perform lighting operations.
1: for each pixel u ⇧ output image in parallel do
2:
raystart ⌅ back project [u, 0]; convert to grid pos
3:
raynext ⌅ back project [u, 1]; convert to grid pos
4:
raydir ⌅ normalize (raynext raystart )
5:
raylen ⌅ 0
6:
g ⌅ first voxel along raydir
7:
m ⌅ convert global mesh vertex to grid pos
8:
mdist ⌅ ||raystart m||
9:
while voxel g within volume bounds do
10:
raylen ⌅ raylen + 1
11:
gprev ⌅ g
12:
g ⌅ traverse next voxel along raydir
13:
if zero crossing from g to gprev then
14:
p ⌅ extract trilinear interpolated grid position
15:
v ⌅ convert p from grid to global 3D position
16:
n ⌅ extract surface gradient as ⌃tsdf (p)
17:
shade pixel for oriented point (v, n) or
18:
follow secondary ray (shadows, reflections, etc)
19:
if raylen > mdist then
20:
shade pixel using inputed mesh maps or
21:
follow secondary ray (shadows, reflections, etc)
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Our rendering pipeline shown in Figure 12 also allows con-

Ambient, diffuse and
calculated across rec
Figure 6). More adv
formed by walking a
bounce of each ray. S
hits a voxel or mesh
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ics camera transform
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